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(U)You (R)Are (W)Welcome
A Perfect Hospitality App

eveloped with the latest technologies on the market, the URW app represents a real Devolu�on in the tourism sector, placing itself as the main and essen�al tool between the 
end customer and the PMS / CRM / Communica�on system. The name URW iden�fies 

the pronounced acronym of (U) You (R) Are (W) Welcome, which is the typical phrase that 
welcomes the customer.

App Description

URW is a real App with the name of the Loca�on, downloadable on the apple and android 
stores, which, in addi�on to containing and dynamically managing the informa�on contents 
of the structure through a control panel, interfaces thanks to web services with most of the 
PMS present  on the market, transforming the App into a centralized container of func�ons 
and tools available to the customer and all modular and enabled or disabled from the control 
panel.

Some of the features are those of using an external booking engine (e.g. Synexi, Simple 
Booking, etc), Checking in and Checkout interfaced with various PMS (Protel, Opera, 
Hotelcube, GAE, etcc) using tools for customer sa�sfac�on (  Ex: ReviewPro), chat, call or 
video call directly from the app the concierge, view the menus of the day or the wine list, 
possibility to open the doors of the rooms with the mobile phone, send push messages to 
customers for service communica�ons or promo�ons,  a calendar of events that are no�fied 
to the customer during the holiday period, the possibility of accessing some content only if 
the customer has booked and is at home thanks to georeferencing, the possibility of viewing 
some content on the TV in the room (e.g. the pre-payment), paying  checkout online, and 
much more.
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Always and even more in the last period dictated by the COVID emergency, most PMS have implemented some features to 
automate the check-in and check-out processes in order to reduce the gatherings at the recep�on.

Many of them are trivially calls to responsive mobile pages and in rare cases apps adapted and depersonalized to access only the 
aforemen�oned features.
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